Supply List for Carly Mul Class
December 7, 2018
Students will have to buy a kit. This kit will be the pattern ease with the scissors already
drawn onto it and .5 yard of the right fusible. Each kit is $11.00.
Each student will have to decide on 2 main colors. One color of each side of the
scissors. The colors need to be of a different color family, so no pink and red. Any color
combination will work. In each color, students will need to bring at least 50 scraps. True
scraps, 1” pieces are fine. Bigger ones are fine too. We need variety. Nobody has to
buy any fabric. Everyone has scrap that can work. Ugly fabrics can be pretty!
Fabric with clear designs work best. Think circles, paisley, flowers, triangles, any
outspoken form. Words, plaids, stripes are fun too. This doesn’t mean that blenders
can’t be used. They can, but focus prints make the process of collage easier. Fabrics
can be in any style and usually a mix is great. Modern fabrics, reproduction fabrics,
batiks… all good!
Note: Imagine you have blue circles on a green fabric. We usually call this green fabric,
as we have been taught to look at backgrounds. For the class, it will be a blue fabric as
that will be the shape we will cut out and you won’t see anything of the green any
longer. Many students have scraps including children’s prints and they can look at those
closely and discover the fabric of the scissors. After the class, students tell us very often
that they look at fabrics totally different!
Each student need to bring a pair of small scissors (4 or 5”). The classroom needs to
have one iron for every 3 students. I will put students with the same colors togethers, so
that there will a wider variety of scraps available to each. A Blue table, a Green table
etc.
____ Fabric scraps (50)
____ Small scissors (4” or 5”)

